GelComfort
GelComfort cushion with dual 3D Honeycomb and Air-Cell Beta Gel technology

All day comfort.

GelComfort
Featuring patented dual 3D Honeycomb and Air-Cell
Beta Gel technology, the GelComfort cushion provides a
new level of comfort, designed specifically for people
who have limited mobility.
The dual honeycomb design creates excellent pressure
distribution, dispersing pressure on areas prone to
discomfort and pressure sores, such as the hips and thighs,
and assisting good blood flow. This is a concern for those
with physical impairments, disabilities and elderly people
with reduced mobility.
Beta Gel with Dual Honeycomb Structure
Beta Gel

The 3D Honeycomb design redistributes weight and pressure
whilst providing stability and support. Weight is more evenly
distributed than with Memory Foam and other kinds of
cushion materials, which we have proven with pressure
mapping.

Blood Vessel
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GelComfort prevents the build up of pressure in prone areas,
ensuring that blood vessels and skin are not compressed or
compacted when sitting. Extended periods of sitting in these
conditions can lead to pressure sores, skin tears and ulcers.
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3D Honeycomb Air-Cell
Technology
Patented technology improves on
memory foam and latex thanks to
greater stability provided through
a cell wall structure, preventing
buckling and compression.

Beta Gel composition

Easy to clean with water

Beta Gel is made from skin-safe
oils, special polymers and gel
elastomers, which provide excellent
pressure distribution and superior
elasticity. Beta Gel protects skin
and encourages optimal blood flow
through its dispersion of pressure.

The GelComfort cushion is designed
so it can be easily cleaned for
continued use. The gel insert can be
washed at temperatures up to 50
degrees, while the fabric cover can
be machine washed.

Air-Cell Beta Gel keeps the
cushion cool and ventilated
Each Air-Cell discharges warm
air and absorbs fresh air with
body’s movement to ventilate the
cushion.

Product Information
Model Codes:
Large: GC-L2
Extra Large: GC-XL2

Dimensions:
L: 460 x 420 x 50mm
XL: 550 x 500 x 50mm

Material:
Cover: Polyester 100%
Gel: Polysiloxanes 100%
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